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Since the founding of New China, especially after the reform and opening up, a
wealth of literature has been produced in Zhuang gexu (folk song fair), covering
different aspects and angles, but not without shortcomings, mainly lying in the lack of
empirical researches into the practical operation of some specific gexu. Therefore, this
thesis would be the first try in this regard, and also the first one to use the theories and
methodology of cultural anthropology in the study of gexu. In theory, this thesis
makes a creative use of the “structure-agency” duality idea, which is not only shifted
from daily activities or life practice to a historic structural event, but also is further
interpreted and expounded, thence establishing a new “structure-agency” theoretic
framework containing a set of “double duality” which not only recognizes the duality
fact of “structure” and “agency” in the practice, but the duality nature of structure of
both restriction and causation, and also the double dynamic of rational interests and
emotional feelings existing behind the behavior of the agents, in contrast with the
previous single rational analysis of motivation or dynamic in the social
anthropological study of practice. In research method, anthropological field work has
been adopted.
For hundreds of years, precisely because of the maintenance of cultural ecology
based on the Zhuang people’s means of livelihood, social life, ways of thinking, and
psychological concepts, the gexu survived a bloody history up to now, though
repeatedly prohibited and suppressed, always reviving afterwards. However, when
history comes to the present, due to the rapid development of the times and society,
the Zhuang people’s social-cultural life has changed a great deal, and the traditional
cultural ecology of the gexu is basically deconstructed, therefore, the gexu is
confronted with the alternative of dying or restructuring. In this context, due to an
accidental opportunity, the Ganzhuangshan mountain gexu walked into a
government-led and multi-stakeholder massive transformation and reconstruction,















and content, and to the function and meaning. Judging from its operation, the
transformation and reconstruction is motivated and directed by the present structure or
context of Chinese society composed of the current high “cultural heritage fever”,
policy orientation of taking economic construction as the central task, the real
situation of exponentially increasing ethnic consciousness of minority ethnic groups,
and the basic pattern of Zhuang history and culture, and performed and advanced by
such six forces as the local government, scholars, the masses, business men, media
and the local men of letters, out of the double demands as a raw dynamic for the
interests and feelings. In this process, the government and the public are undoubtedly
the two most important forces, just like two rivers converging and rendering great
vitality to the present Ganzhuangshan mountain gexu. However, when the cultural
ecological basis of the gexu is nearly deconstructed and the folk source drying up for
the folk song inheritors or singers are on the verge of cutting off, only with the supply
from the official river, the enduring vitality of the Zhuang gexu including the
Ganzhuangshan mountain gexu is in question. Therefore, the training of folk-song
inheritors and the creating of folk-song culture seems to be particularly critical and
necessary, and that should also be counted as an aim for which the government and
the masses should work together.
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